Booth numbers and locations can be found on the fold out map inside.

HIGHLIGHTS

DISCOVER OUR HEALTH LABS
Experience our state-of-the-art sport science, nursing and nutrition labs and see the specialised equipment, chat with academic staff and students and learn more about our courses and equipment.

EXPERIENCE SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENT
Visit the science and environment team in building 3 to take part in our interactive virtual reality displays, see the lab spaces you could be learning in and chat to our research and industry-informed academics and technical staff.

LEARN MORE ABOUT BUSINESS AND LAW
Head over to the Elgar Road side of campus via the Burwood Link bridge and discover all that the Deakin Business School and Deakin Law School have to offer. Experience the fast-paced nature of the trading floor in Deakin’s Trading Room, learn about the integral role behavioural science plays in market research and see the most court in action.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Deakin University would like to acknowledge that the Melbourne Burwood Campus is located on the land of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nation, the Traditional Custodians of the land. We pay our respects to their Elders and Ancestors for allowing us to have our gathering on their land, acknowledge their continuing connection to this beautiful Country, and thank them for their care and custodianship over many thousands of years.
CAMPUS OPEN DAY
Burwood
SUNDAY 27 AUGUST | 9am – 3pm

INFORMATION SESSIONS
Scan this QR code to see which information sessions are happening today.

COURSE AND GENERAL INFORMATION BOOTHs
Booths are located in 11 buildings across campus

1. Deakin Business School
2. Business analytics and information systems
3. Marketing
4. Management and human resources
5. Sport management and sport development
6. Accounting and financial planning
7. Economics
8. Property and real estate
9. Finance
10. Deakin Law School
11. Deakin Accelerate
12. Pathways to Deakin
13. Deakin College
14. Fees and scholarships
15. Admissions
16. First Nations students and Indigenous studies
17. International students
18. Deakin Abroad
19. Accommodation
20. Deakin University Student Association (DUSA)
21. Life at Deakin
22. Film, television and animation
23. Creative arts
24. Communication
25. Design
26. Arts
27. Media, communication, literature and writing majors
28. Humanities and social sciences
29. International studies and languages
30. Criminology
31. Engineering
32. Architecture and construction management
33. Information and emerging technology
34. Education and teaching — undergraduate
35. Education and teaching — postgraduate
36. Environment
37. Science
38. Food, nutrition and dietetics
39. Nursing and midwifery
40. Exercise and sport science
41. Medical imaging, optometry and medicine
42. Health
43. Psychology

TOURS
Departing every 30min
1. Campus tour
2. Creative arts and design tour
3. Deakin Business School tour
4. Deakin Law School tour
5. Education and teaching tour
6. Exercise and sport science labs tour
7. Food, nutrition and dietetics labs tour
8. Information and emerging technology tour
9. Media and communication tour
10. Nursing and midwifery labs tour
11. Science and environment tour
12. Accommodation tour
13. Library tour (departing on demand)